In the present study, the inverse problem for a multidimensional elliptic equation with mixed boundary conditions and overdetermination is considered. The first and second orders of accuracy in t and the second order of accuracy in space variables for the approximate solution of this inverse problem are constructed. Stability, almost coercive stability, and coercive stability estimates for the solution of these difference schemes are established. For the two-dimensional inverse problems with mixed boundary value conditions, numerical results are presented in test examples.
Introduction
Inverse problems for partial differential equations are frequently encountered in various branches of science (see [-] and the bibliography therein).
In recent years, theory and methods of solutions of inverse problems of determining the parameter of partial differential equations have been extensively studied by several researchers (see [-] and the references therein).
We will denote the set of natural numbers from  to n by N n = {, , . . . , n}, and closure of set by = ∪ S.
Let n ∈ N, δ, T, L > , λ ∈ (, T) be given numbers and = (, 
∂u(t, x)
∂ n = ,  ≤ t ≤ T, x ∈ S, (  .  )
For the problem of determining the parameter of an elliptic equation in a Banach space, the exact estimates of solution in Hölder norms are established in [] . Well-posedness of inverse problem (.), (.), (.) and its approximations were investigated in [] . In [] , the third and fourth order stable difference schemes for approximate solution of this problem were presented. Stability and coercive stability estimates for the solution of the first and second order difference schemes for inverse problem (.), (.), (.) were established in [] . In [], the authors studied inverse problem (.), (.), (.).
Our aim in this work is to construct the first and second orders of accuracy difference schemes for an approximate solution of inverse problem (.), (.), (.) and to establish stability, coercive stability, almost coercive stability estimates for the solution of these difference schemes.
This paper is planned as follows. In Section , we give theorems on well-posedness of inverse problems with mixed boundary conditions and overdetermination. Section  is devoted to the construction of the first and second order difference schemes for approximate solution of problem (.), (.), (.). In this section, we establish stability, almost coercive, and coercive stability inequalities for the solution of difference schemes. In Section , we present numerical results for a two-dimensional elliptic equation. The conclusion is given in the final Section . 
Denote the differential expression generated by (.) []
where ρ ∈ W   ( ). The differential expression (.) defines a self-adjoint positive definite operator A acting on L  ( ) with the domain
Therefore, by using abstract Theorems . and . of paper [] for H = L  ( ), we get the following theorems on well-posedness of inverse problem (.), (.), (.).
Theorem . Suppose that A is defined by formula
are satisfied, where M  is independent of α, ϕ(x), ξ (x), ψ(x), and f (t, x).
, and f (t, x).
The differential expression (.) defines a self-adjoint positive definite operator A acting on L  ( ) with the domain
So, in a similar manner, applying abstract Theorems . and . of paper [] for H = L  ( ), we can get the theorems on well-posedness of inverse problem (.), (.), (.). 
Difference schemes and their well-posedness
We discretize inverse problem (.), (.), (.) in two steps. In the first step, define the set of grid points in space variables,
Introduce the Hilbert spaces
acting in the space of grid functions u h (x) satisfying the conditions
In this step, by using A x h , for obtaining u h (t, x) functions, we arrive at the problem
In the second step, applying the approximate formula
, we replace inverse problem (.), (.), (.) with the first order of accuracy difference scheme
is a notation for the greatest integer function. In this step, by using the approximate formula
, we construct the second order of accuracy difference scheme for in-
we can reduce difference problems (.) and (.) to the auxiliary nonlocal difference problems
respectively. The difference schemes for nonlocal boundary value problems for the multidimensional elliptic equation were studied in [, ].
Let H be the Hilbert space L  ( ).
Lemma . The following estimates are satisfied []:
where M  is independent of τ .
the operator I -S has an inverse G = (I -S) - and the estimate
is satisfied, where M  does not depend on τ .
Lemma . ([]) For  ≤ l ≤ N - and for the operator
the operator I -S  has an inverse
and the estimate
is valid, where M  does not depend on τ .
In a similar manner as [], we can obtain the following representation formula
for the solution of difference scheme (.) and
for difference scheme (.). 
Let τ and |h| = h   + · · · + h  n be sufficiently small positive numbers. 
Theorem . The solutions ({u
u h k N-  C([,T] τ ,L h ) ≤ M  ϕ h L h + ψ h L h + ξ h L h + f h k N-  C([,T] τ ,L h ) , p h L h ≤ M  ϕ h W  h + ψ h W  h + ξ h W  h +  α( -α) f h k N-  C α,α T ([,T] τ ,L h ) , where M  is independent of τ , α, h, ϕ h , ψ h , ξ h , and {f h k } N-  .
Theorem . The solutions of difference schemes (.) and (.) obey the following almost coercive stability estimate:
u h k+ -u h k + u h k- τ  N-  C([,T] τ ,L h ) + p h L h ≤ M  ϕ h W  h + ψ h W  h + ξ h W  h + ln  τ + h f h k N-  C([,T] τ ,L h ) , where M  does not depend on τ , α, h, ϕ h , ψ h , ξ h , and {f h k } N-  .
Theorem . The solutions of difference schemes (.) and (.) obey the following coercive stability estimate:
u h k+ -u h k + u h k- τ  N-  C α,α T ([,T] τ ,L h ) + u h k N-  C α,α T ([,T] τ ,W  h ) + p h L h ≤ M   α( -α) f h k N-  C α,α T ([,T] τ ,L h ) + ϕ h W  h + ψ h W  h + ξ h W  h , where M  is independent of τ , α, h, ϕ h , ψ h , ξ h ,
Theorem . ([]) For the solution of the elliptic difference problem
the following coercivity inequality holds:
where M does not depend on h and ω h .
Numerical example
We consider the inverse problem
for
the elliptic equation. It is easy to see that u(t, x) = (exp(-t) + t + )(cos(x) -) and p(x) =  cos(x) + cos(x) - are the exact solutions of (.). For this example, we have the following auxiliary nonlocal boundary value problem for an unknown function v(t, x):
h of grid points depending on the small parameters τ and h,
We get difference schemes of the first order of accuracy in t and the second order of accuracy in x,
for the approximate solutions of the nonlocal boundary value problem (.). Now, it is easy to rewrite difference scheme (.) in the following matrix form:
Here, θ n is an (N + ) ×  column matrix, I N+ is the (N + ) × (N + ) identity matrix, A n , B n , C n are (N + ) × (N + ) square matrices
For numerical solving of this system equation, we use the modified Gauss elimination method [] . Solution of (.) is presented by the formula
where α n (n = , . . . , M -) are (N + ) × (N + ) square matrices and β n (n = , . . . , M -) are (N + ) ×  column matrices. For α n+ , β n+ , we have the following formulas:
where
By using the second order of accuracy in x approximation of A, we get the following values of p in grid points:
For the approximate solution of problem (.), we use the formula
Now, we consider again nonlocal boundary value problem (.). Applying (.), we get the second order of accuracy in t and xdifference scheme
for the approximate solution of nonlocal boundary value problem (.).
Therefore, we can rewrite difference scheme (.) in the matrix form
where A n , C n are defined by (.), (.), (.) and B n is an (N + ) × (N + ) square matrix 
For solution of (.), we use the formula
where α n , β n (n = , . . . , M -) are (N +)× (N +) square matrices and γ n (n = , . . . , M -) are (N + ) ×  column matrices. For the coefficients α n , β n , γ n , we get formulas
Here 
Now, by using MATLAB programs, we present numerical results for this example (.). Tables  and  give the error analysis between the exact solution and solutions derived by difference schemes. Tables  and  are constructed for N = M = , , , and . Hence, the second order of accuracy difference scheme is more accurate comparing with the first order of accuracy difference scheme. Table  is the error analysis between the exact solution p and solutions derived by difference schemes in the second stage of algorithm. Table  presents the error analysis between the exact solution u and solutions derived by first order and second order accuracy of difference schemes. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the inverse problem for a multidimensional elliptic equation with DirichletNeumann conditions and overdetermination is considered. The first and second orders of accuracy difference schemes for approximate solution of this problem are presented. Theorems on the stability, almost coercive stability, and coercive stability inequalities for the solutions of difference schemes for inverse problem are proved. Numerical example in a two-dimensional case is given. As it can be seen from Tables  and , the second order of accuracy difference scheme is more accurate comparing with the first order of accuracy difference scheme.
